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Established in 1969, Murphy Heating is located in
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and have an experienced staff on hand to advise and

nationwide.

help you choose the right heating solution for you.
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Installation and Flue design
A chimney or flue design is one of the most
important aspects in getting your stove to
combust and burn efficiently. Poorly designed
or badly installed flues can result in a downdraft
or poor burning which results in blackening.
Using only the best quality materials and flue
systems from established suppliers we supply
all flues from swept bends to adjustable section
trim plates and wall supports. We recommend
a vitreous flue, manufactured in the UK using
1.2mm enamelled steel or to have your chimney relined using high quality triple skin 316 or
904 liners. We can also supply twin wall flue in
stainless or black, and can also specify RAL
colour for specific projects.
Even if you don’t have a chimney, we can
design your flue and supply visuals. Gas stoves
can be located in an area with no chimney and
work very efficiently using a balanced flue.
Visit our showroom to discuss all aspects of
flue design and installation.

Nationwide Installation
Our experienced fitters are trained with HETAS
(solid fuel) and RGI (gas), keeping up-to-date
with latest codes of practice to ensure your
stove or fire is safely installed.

Fuel your Fire
Fuel is of the upmost importance. Wet fuel
will result in creosote build up and dirty glass
making the fire inefficient and could end up
damaging your stove. Visit woodireland.com
for premium quality fuel.

